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Protect Your Business Data  
in the Clouds

Despite its enhanced security features, cloud computing isn’t 100% safe 
from data breaches. A small or medium sized business still needs to be 

proactive in making sure their data is secure in the cloud. The following tips 
will help tighten cloud data security.

Know your cloud apps:

Get a comprehensive view of the specific threats that business apps pose. 
Ask questions like: Which ones render you more or less prone to a breach? 

Does an app encrypt data stored on the service? Does it separate your data 
from that of others to limit exposure when another tenant has a breach?

Migrate users to high-quality apps:

Cloud-switching costs are low, which means that you can always switch 
to another application that best suits your needs. Take the time to consult 

with your vendor before switching to another app to make sure the new app 
is secure and compatible with your systems. Now more than ever, you have 

choices.

Find out where your data is going:

Take a look at your data in the cloud. Review uploads, downloads, and 
data at rest in apps to determine whether you have potential personally 
identifiable information (PII), or whether you simply have unencrypted 

confidential data. If you do have PII stored in the cloud, you need to make 
sure there are additional layers of security measures in place such as 

encryption. This is to avoid violating compliance regulations and paying 
hefty fines.

Look at user activities:

It’s important to understand not only what apps you use but also how these apps 
use your data. Determine what apps employees are using to share content and 
whether such apps have a sharing functionality. Knowing who’s sharing what 

and with whom will help you understand what policies to best employ.

Mitigate risk through granular policy:

Start with your business-critical apps and enforce policies that matter to 
your organization in the context of a breach. For example, block the upload of 

information covered by certain privacy acts, block the download of PII from HR 
apps, or temporarily block access to vulnerable apps.

The key to preventing a data security breach in the cloud lies in careful attention 
to your cloud applications and user activity. Analyzing your apps and looking into 
user activities might be time-consuming, but minimizing cloud and data security 

breaches makes this task worthwhile. Looking to learn more about today’s 
security? Contact us and let us manage and minimize your risks.

Tech Times

Wired vs. Wireless 

The primary advantage of wireless keyboards is 
that users can more easily move them around, and 

they avoid having a cable – usually a USB cable with 
today’s keyboards – cluttering up your desktop. 
Wired keyboards has it’s advantages as well.  If 

you’re planning to take your keyboard out with you 
so you can work ergonomically on the go, you don’t 

want to suddenly run out of battery.

Ergonomics 

Typing is a repetitive task we often perform 
for hours at a time. It can cause a variety of 

physical problems ranging from simple fatigue 
to more serious conditions such as carpal 

tunnel syndrome.  Ergonomic keyboards are 
designed to position your hands naturally and 
reduce strain by offering a proper wrist rest to 

maximize comfort. 

Key Switches
The three main types of key switches are silicone dome, 

scissor, and mechanical switches. 

• Silicone-Dome Switches, where two dimpled layers 
of silicone membrane form a grid of rubber bubbles 
that acts as the switch for each key. 

•  Scissor switches, which have a mechanical 
stabilizer for uniformity  

• Mechanical switches generally provide enhanced 
tactile feedback and have a clicking sound. asily be 
repaired.

Conclusion 
Buying a new keyboard can be a complicated 

affair, and your choice will greatly affect 
your computing experience. You’ll want to 

consider your needs carefully when choosing 
a keyboard, starting with the kind of switches 
that will best suit your typing style and needs.
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Sacramento, CA 95825About Total Secure Technology

Total Secure Technology, formerly Networking Solutions, is a trusted 
IT support team located in Sacramento assisting small-to-medium 
sized companies to deal with ongoing IT problems and Cybersecurity. 
For over 20 years we have brought our customers outstanding 
services, to learn more about how we wow our customers, call us 
for a free consultation.
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Manmeet
Director of IT

Enhancing our focus on security while maintaing 
our best in class service is very rewarding for our 
future and current clients.  As Director of IT, it is a 

pleasure and an honor that I play a pivotal role in their 
business success.

Employee Spotlight

What excites you the most about 
Networking Solutions evolving 

to Total Secure Technology?

We’d love to stay connected! Find us on— 

@totalsecuretech 

www.facebook.com/NetworkingSolutionsSacramento 

www.totalsecuretech.com  

@totalsecuretech 

Help Us Celebrate Our 
Transition from a MSP to a MSSP

To celebrate Networking Soltuions evolving 
to Total Secure Technology, we will be doing 
a dark web scan.  Please send an email  with 

your name and place of work to our marketing 
coordinator:

sdorris@networkingsolutions.net


